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Abstract- 

Modern agriculture has evolved into much more than a means of feeding 

ever-increasing populations. Agriculture affects a country's economy in 

some way. With the population growing by the day, the primary sector 

must be given more attention. According to a World Bank report, three out 

of every four people in developing countries live in rural regions and earn 

less than Rs.200 per day. Agricultural progress is required to improve the 

quality of agro-based industry goods, particularly in emerging countries. 

As a result, early detection of plant diseases could be crucial in preventing 

agricultural losses. Plant disease detection is based on the principle that all 

information that aids people in growing food should be freely available to 

everyone on the earth. The next important disease diagnostics tool that 

aids in making a vision of productive agriculture into a reality is 

developing algorithms that can reliably detect a disease based on an 

image. The goal of this project is to develop an artificial intelligence 

software that can identify and classify plant illnesses. We'll be using 

PlantVillage, a public dataset of 54,444 photos, and PyTorch as our deep 

learning platform. We have worked for Potato and Pepper plant leaves, but 

the approach can be used for any plant and dataset can be extended 

accordingly anytime. After Data collection, model have been built using 

tensorflow, CNN, data augmentation is done by using tf dataset. Tf server 

will built backend server using FastAPI and then we can also deploy our 

server Model to Google cloud (GCP). Also the Google cloud function that 

is running in front end and these functions will be invoked by mobile 

application return in react native so it is an end to end project. For 

optimization we have used quantization process Tensorflow lite. Frontend 

is by using ReactJs and react native deployment is by using GCP (Google 

Cloud Platform) and GCF (Google Cloud Functions). Plant diseases will 

be detected using photos of plant leaves. As a result, we feel that early 

diagnosis of plant diseases will undoubtedly aid in the maintenance of 
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agricultural stability and the advancement of a country's growth.  

 

Keywords:-  ML ops, Data Collection, Keras, Tensorflow, CNN, smart 

agriculture, Plant disease detection, ResNet50, Deep learning, 
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I. Introduction 

Farmers grow potato are facing lot of economical problem because of various diseases that 

affect potato plant. There are usually two common diseases. One is early blight and other is 

late blight. Early Blight is caused by fungus and Late Blight is caused by a specific 

microorganism. If a farmer is able to detect these diseases early and can apply appropriate 

treatment then can save wastage of potatoes and can prevent the economical loss. The 

treatments for early blight and late blight are little different so it’s important to accurately 

identify whether disease is late blight or early blight. Although this model can work for any 

plant but for now we have considered two plant leaves. One is Potato and other is Pepper Bell 

plant. 

The basic working of this paper is farmer just need to go to his farmland and will just take a 

picture of potato plant and upload that picture to application and he will get to know about 

whether the plant is healthy, or having late blight disease or early blight disease. For this 

detection system we have used Deep learning and convolutional neural network. 

The main objective of this paper is to identify plant disease and also the type of disease. 

Another main objective of this paper is to help those who are new in farming by providing 

them diseased plant information. 

This paper is designed in five parts. First part gives the detailed introduction about the topic. 

In the second part i.e. Literature Review, previous work about the topic is discussed. In the 

third part of the paper i.e. Research Methodology, how our paper depicts the plant disease 

with ResNet algorithm is in detail described. In part forth, results of our approach are 

described. Lastly the paper is followed by Conclusion and references. 

II. Literature Review 

This part of paper basically elaborates existing research work based on plant disease detection 

with its advantages and disadvantages discussed too. 

This has been globally known that in India farmer’s faces majority of their problem because 

of crop yield loss. And most of the time this loss is because of diseases in plant but if this 

plant disease detection can be diagnosed during its early phase then crop loss can be 

somehow decrease. Mainly these plant diseases are of three types i.e. Viral, Bacterial, and 

Fungal. 

1. Viral- Infections like Measles, Scorch, Spider Mite, Target Spot, Leaf Curl, Mosaic 

leads to degradation in plant’s health. This Viral is actually made from genetics like DNA 

and RNA with a coating of some kind of protein.  
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2. Bacterial- Whenever plants have Spot, Blight or Huanglongbing, it means plant have 

a kind of Bacterial plant disease. Huanglongbing also known as Citrus huanglongbing (HLB), 

later termed as citrus greening disease. This disease is one of the most harmful disease. These 

types of diseases can only be seen using microscope. Bacteria sometimes are also useful for 

digestion process in animal, in case of plant root it is useful for fixing nitrogen level. But they 

are harmful for plants and cause serious disease and infection in plants. 

3. Fungal- Fungi like Scab, Rot, Rust, Mildew, Leaf Mold or Septoria is caused because 

of deficiency of chlorophyll that leads to degrade in the process of food photosynthesis.  

Plant Disease Examples 

Viral Measles, Scorch, Spider 

Mite, Target Spot, Leaf 

Curl, Mosaic 

Bacterial Spot, Blight or 

Huanglongbing 

Fungal Scab, Rot, Rust, 

Mildew, Leaf Mold or 

Septoria 

 

Table. 1: Plant Diseases Category 

Abirami Devarai et al. [1] in his paper proposed a technique for plant disease detection with 

the type of disease plant has by capturing plant leaf images. Since if in advance plant disease 

can be identified, it will help to treat the disease accordingly. After images of plant leaf taken, 

clusters of same type of images have been formed using K-mean clustering and random forest 

classifiers. These two algorithms have been also used for training of machine also. So in this 

way by taking images and then by creating clusters of images of same type and then by 

recognizing the disease by using predefined training data, this paper is able to find out the type 

of disease of plant. 

Shima Ramesh et al. [2] in his paper classify the data using Random forest algorithm. This 

paper has used plant leaves data and used leaves of both types for healthy plant and for sick 

plant. Directional Gradient Histogram has been used for feature extraction of plant leaves. 

Authors have used machine learning algorithm for plant disease detection. 

Yuan Tian et al. [3] in his paper converted image colors from RGB (Red, Green, Blue) to HSI 

(Hue, Saturation, Intensity). Generalised Linear Model have been used to perform this process. 

This paper have also used Support vector Machine (SVM) for wheat plant disease detection 

and have used 7 parameters for describing image shape.  
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Few papers have also used K-Mean Clustering to classify infectious leaf from a group of 

images. And Fuzzy logic is also been used by many papers for ranking purpose. This means it 

can  be used to find the level of infection in leaf. Means it can identify whether the plant 

disease is in its initial stage, medium stage or higher stage. Means plant disease severity can be 

checked by Fuzzy logic. 

Sanjay B. Dhaygude et al. [4] have divided his work into 4 steps. In first step input leaf image 

is converted from RGB i.e. used for generation of color to HSI that is used for description of 

color into Hue, Saturation and Intensity. In second step green part of image is hide and are 

removed by using threshold value of HSI calculated in step one. 

In third step, all the green pixels are removed and finally in step 4 image segmentation is done. 

We have also explored various Deep Learning Models that can be used for plant disease 

detection. In 2012 AlexNet was introduced. AlexNet is 8 layers Convolutionary Neural 

Network. In this model, extracted features that are obtained by learning of the model are 

transcended automatically.  After AlexNet in 2013 ZFNet has been proposed that is based on 

Convolutional Neural Network. In this model also extraction of features is done and 

depending upon this images are been segmented. In 2013 two more models also introduced i.e. 

NiN (Network in Network) used for image classification and OverFeat used for object 

localization. It actually identifies an object in an image. 

In 2014 VGG, GoogleNet, FCN, RCNN were proposed. Unlike AlexNet, VGG basically 

focuses upon depth aspect of Convolutionary Neural Network. AlexNet Model basically 

focuses on smaller window sizes and strides Convolutionary layer. Architecture of VGG has 

parameters like Input in which image is of 224*224 pixels RGB. Second Component is 

Convolutional layers of VGG that are very small i.e. 3*3 only. The convolutional filters here 

acts as linear transformation of input which is followed by ReLu unit.  The third component of 

VGG is fully Connected layers and they are of three types. Two among them have 4096  

channels and third one have 1000 channels, one channel for each class. Forth component is 

hidden layet that uses Relu. There are three Relu units and because of this the decision 

function is mode discrimative. If more no of layers are there in any model then it represents 

more improved performance.  

After that in 2015, three models i.e. ResNet, Segnet and U-Net were proposed. Residual 

Network or ResNet is a deep learning model that uses residual blocks to classify image. These 

blocks solve the problem of very deep networks. The activation function f() and output of 

Residual block is given as  

H(x)= f(wx+b) or H(x)=f(x) and with the addition of new connection the output H(x) will be 

changed to f(x)+x. 

In 2016 again three models, FractalNet, YOLO and SSD came in the field of Deep Learning 

Models and in 2017, DenseNet, CapsuleNet, IRCNN, IRRCNN, RefineNet, PSPNet, Mask-

RCNN and Fast-RCNN models were proposed. And in 2018 three models DCRN, R2U-Net 
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and DeepLab were came in the field of Deep Learning. Table 2 shows all Deep learning 

models with its year of invention. 

Year Deep Learning Model 

2012 AlexNet 

2013 ZFNet 

2013 NiN 

2013 OverFeat 

2014 VGG 

2014 GoogleNet 

2014 FCN 

2014 RCNN 

2015 ResNet 

2015 SegNet 

2015 U-Net 

2016 FractalNet 

2016 YOLO 

2016 SSD 

2017 DenseNet 

2017 CapsuleNet 

2017 IRCNN 

2017 IRRCNN 

2017 RefineNet 

2017 PSPNet 

2017 Mask-RCNN 

2017 Fast-RCNN 

2018 DCRN 

2018 R2U-Net 

2018 DeepLab 

 

Table 2: Deep learning algorithms for plant disease classification 

III. Comparison of various Plant disease detection methods 
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Table 3: Summary of different DL methods for plant disease classification, while Table 5 

contains the limitations of different DL methods for plant disease classification. 

 

Table 4: List of Various Abbreviations used in Table 4 
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Table 5: Limitations of various Deep Learning methods for plant disease detection

IV. Research Methodology 

Any supervised machine learning project starts with data collection. This data can be used as 

a training dataset. In our case we need to collect images of a healthy potato plant leaf and the 

potato plant which has early blight and late blight disease. And for this data collection we 

have use readymade dataset PlantVillage that can be downloaded from Kaggle.  

Then comes Data Cleaning and Preprocessing step and for that we have used tf (Tensor Flow 

dataset and data augmentation. Data augmentation because we might not have enough diverse 

set of images so we need to rotate, flip and adjust contrast to create more training samples. 

And once we will have that then can use model building using convolutional neural network. 

CNN is a standard way of image classification, so we have used CNN and export the train 

model. Then we will use ML OPs concept using TF (Tensor Flow) server where we will have 

a TF server serving server running on top of these exported models which can solve different 

versions of these models and tf serving will be called from fast API. This website is built 

basically in React JS. It is a fast growing technology now a days for website application 

development and that will be calling a fast API server where we can drag and drop the image 

and it will tell you the label whether it us a healthy plant, early blight or late blight plant. And 

then we convert these exported float models into TF lite model using quantization. 

Quantization is a way to reduce the size of model so that model occupying less model. We 

can deploy it on cell phone on edge devices and also the inference speed is much faster. Once 
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we have exported tf lite model then we will deploy those to Google cloud and will write 

Google Cloud functions which are similar to AWS lambda. 

For model building we have used TensorFlow 

Data Collection:- We can use readymade data i.e. kaggle. Or we can collect data in form of 

images from farmers and annotate data on our own. In this from we take images from 

agricultural land and classify data manually i.e. whether it is a healthy plant, late blight or 

early blight. It is actually an expensive deal as it requires budget to deal with the raw data. 

We have used Kaggle’s PlantVillage dataset for our model. Here we have three categories of 

data. One is of Potato; other is of Tomato and third is of Pepper. We have worked on Potato 

plant leaves. Here leaves are categorized in three categories. One is healthy, second is early 

blight and third is late blight.   

Healthy:- No spot on leaf, they look fresh 

Early Blight:-  there are black dots, that shows there is some disease in the plant. 

Late Blight:- they look horrible, much damaged. 

Download the dataset as tf dataset. 

Size of image: 256*256 

The dataset images are basically categorized in RGB (Red, Green, and Blue), Black and 

White or have images which are being cropped from its background. 

This dataset is then classified into training data that is used to train the machine, validation 

data that is used to validate the machine output and test data that is used to test the machine. 

First type of leaves used is Healthy potato leaves. Figure 1 shows healthy potato leaves. They 

are fresh, healthy and without any disease. 

 

Figure 1:  Healthy Potato leaves. 
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Second type of leaf is Potato with Early Blight Disease. This type of disease has bacterial 

spots. Figure 2 shows Early Blight Potato leaves. 

 

Figure 2: Potato Early Blight 

Next type of leaves in dataset is Potato with Late Blight disease. This type of plant is more 

damaged kind off. Figure 3 shows Potato leaves having Late Blight disease. 

 

Figure 3: Potato Late Blight 

Another type of leaves used in dataset is Healthy Pepper plant leaves. They are also fresh, 

healthy and without any disease. Figure 4 Shows Healthy Pepper leaves. 
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Figure 4: Pepper Healthy 

Lastly we have Pepper leaves with Bacterial Spots. 

Figure 5 shows Pepper leaves having Bacterial spots. 

 

Figure 5: Pepper Bacterial Spot 

V. V. Technique used: Augmentation:- Vast datasets are used when we have to use 

deep learning algorithms and this can lead to no over fitting problem. To collect data is no 

doubt a very tedious job; again to categorize this collected data is another job which requires 

a lot of time and energy. We can use augmented strategies in order to increase the size of 

dataset. This paper has used 2 augmented techniques have been used. In first augmentation 

technique that is a traditional one was basically used by many research scholars in there paper 

to detect plant disease [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Basically methods like rotation or blurring etc, a 

kind of simple transformation are applied in augmentation. They add distortion to an image. 
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We have applied transformations in the dataset that includes the preserving shearing in size, 

changes and copying the size of image.  

In the second method that includes Generative adversarial networks [15] is used for 

generating semantic data that is actually based on database. Basically architecture of GAN 

has two neural networks that are used as input to any architecture. It is used to find out 

whether the data is original or duplicate and for that purpose generator used plays an 

important role. Through this process, Generative adversarial networks produce an image that 

will be used in training process in order to find out disease in the plant. These kind of model 

are used in various platforms instead of Variation Auto Encoders (VAEs), Restricted 

Boltzmann machines etc. These days many other Generative adversarial networks are also 

there. This paper used much architecture in order to explore the chance of using semantic 

data for the training purpose of plant disease classifier. This semantic data have feature like 

color, shape, size, texture same as original plant leaves. While training at higher resolutions is 

extremely unstable since one network grows stronger than the other, which halts the learning 

process, the Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) architecture is 

designed. Higher resolution images must be created in order to employ this syntactic data in 

the training phase because most cutting-edge convolutional neural networks are built for 

input image sizes around 256 256. This is the only reason, 256*256 sized plant leaves were 

generated using Progressively Growing GAN (ProGAN) [50]. ProGAN begins by producing 

a little image of 4 × 4 or 8 x 8 pixels and continues doing so until the discriminator rates the 

image as realistic. Higher-resolution layers are added by ProGAN and trained after the initial 

learning phase is finished. Until 1024 x 1024 pixels (or smaller dimensions depending on the 

number of layers) are taught, this process is repeated. The network was stable during the 

plant leaf picture training phase, however it was unable to produce images with a sufficient 

number of characteristics to accurately represent plant leaves. Style GAN [15], a novel 

architecture that combines ProGAN and neural style transfer, produced plant leaf images in 

higher dimensions (256*256) employed in the experiment) the most successfully. For the 

purpose of producing the desired input dimension of 256 * 256, the original architecture was 

used. This was accomplished by adding a stylized convolutional block of 128*64*3 as the 

last layer of the generator network and a 64*128*3 convolutional block as the first layer of 

the discriminator network, both following 3-64 convolutions. The following settings were 

used to train Style GAN on the whole PlantVillage dataset for producing innovative plant 

leaves: a minibatch size of 5, a learning rate of 3 10*3, and an AMSGrad optimizer. Style 

GAN , a novel architecture that blends ProGAN and neural style transfer, produced plant leaf 

images in higher dimensions (256* 256) employed in the experiment) the most successfully. 

For the purpose of producing the desired input dimension of 256*256, the original 

architecture was used. For the generating network, a styled convolutional block of 128*64*3 

was added after a 64*3 convolutional block, and for the discriminator network, a 64*128*3 

convolutional block was added after a 3*64 convolution as the first layer. The following 

settings were used to train Style GAN on the whole PlantVillage dataset for producing 

innovative plant leaves: an AMSGrad optimizer, a minibatch size of 5, and a learning rate of 

3*103. 
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VI. VI. Methodology Used: ResNet (Residual Networks)- ResNet is a kind of Neural 

Network and is a subclass of Convolutionary Neural Network. We can extend this network 

upto 152 layers.  Authors in paper [16], this process is not done by representing signals 

directly but actually by learning the process of representing residual functions. In residual 

network we can also minimize or completely finish the connection in order to learn from next 

layer without manipulate the inputs of its previous layer. And this will obviously help in 

building strong and deep connections. 

There are many advantages of using Resnet.  

1. Like one is we need not to use plain networks. We now have additional facility of 

skiping unwanted intermediately layers. Let's call them simple networks. The deeper the 

simple network, that is, the more layers, the more gradient disappearance / explosion 

problems occur. 

 

Figure 6: Vanishing Gradient Problem; Image source: [17] 

Above figure shows that deep networks suffer from gradient loss / explosion problems more 

than shallow networks. Residual Network helps by skipping the connections and this way this 

problem can be solved. Shortcut is added to add the input x to the ouput after few weight 

layers as shown in Fig. 

 

Figure 7: ReLu 

The connections that are skipped are mentioned as “Identity” and they are responsible for 

network to learn the identity function. And they are also responsible to pass the input to 
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required blocked, and need not to pass it to other layers. So the ouput is given as H (x) = F (x) 

+ x. 

The weight layer is responsible to learn residual mapping, such as F (x) = H (x) −x. This 

allows you to smooth out the disappearance gradient by stacking additional layers to build a 

deeper network and allowing the network to skip layers that may not be relevant to your 

training. Even if the gradient disappearance appears in the weight layer, there is an identity x 

to bring back to the previous layer. 

ResNet vs Plain Networks: If you use a simple network, a low-rise network is always better. 

For example. We recommend using a simple network with an 18-layer network rather than a 

34-layer network. For high-rise networks, Resnet's performance improves. This is because in 

deep networks, introducing a skip connection is better than a simple network, eliminating the 

vanishing gradient problem. 

 

Figure 8: Plain Networks v ResNet; Image source: [15] 

Feed Forward Mechanism: Feedforward means that the control system sends a signal over the 

path from the source to the destination. Feedforward neural networks or multi-layer 

perceptrons are the essence of deep learning models. The goal of feedforward networks is to 

approximate mathematical functions. f *. These models are called feedforward because they 

flow through a function whose information is evaluated from x to output y. There are no 

feedback connections in which output of the model is fed back into itself. 

Data Training: Here Previously clean and converted data will be trained in the training set. 

The images in the Train Data folder are used to train the neural network, and the Validate 

Data folder is used to validate the results obtained from the trained model. During training, 

the model analyzes the input dataset and finds its own meaning. Later, we will test the model 

using "test data". The trained neural network is tested on a series of images to see if the 

model works as expected or if there are any errors. 

Sanity Check: A sanity test is a basic test to quickly assess whether the results of a 

calculation may be true, or to make sure that the material produced is reasonable. The point 

of validation is to exclude certain classes with apparently inaccurate results and not detect all 

possible errors. Obviously, the advantage of running a sanity test over running a full or 

rigorous test is speed. If the result of the NN is unreasonable, the result is sent back to the 

feedforward function. If the result passes the validation test, it is marked as acceptable and 

added to the result. 
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VII. Results and Discussion:  

The system is trained for 10 epochs for ResNet50 architecture.  The accuracy for training and 

accuracy for testing is 98.90. The accuracy obtained after each epoch is shown in graph for 

training, testing and training and validation loss. 

 

Figure 9 : Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss 

As we can easily see in graph there is a huge decrement in training and validation loss as we 

increase the number of epochs.  

 
Figure 10 : Prediction on Sample Image 
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Figure 11 Result shows potato is healthy and is 79.02% confident. 

 

Figure 12: Result shows Pepper leaf is healthy and is 99.98% confident. 

 

Figure 13 : Result shows Pepper leaf is healthy and is 65.93% confident. Since confidence is 

low means possibility of being this result wrong is high and for this case it is true as this is 

potato leaf not pepper. 
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We have used Kaggle PlantVillage dataset that is having untrained 3000 sample images to 

check the accuracy of the system.  

So the performance of ResNet50 for plant disease detection has been seen throughout the 

paper. 

The training took 4 h to finish without GPU. This makes the network more complex and 

challenging to train in standard computers. 

In opposition, validation and testing are pretty much faster. 

ResNet50 gives better performance during training of data but results is not that much 

satisfactory during the testing of plant disease detection. 

Conclusion:-  

For centuries, humans have carefully selected and cultivated plants for use as food, fiber, 

medicine, clothing, and protection. Illness is just one of many dangers to consider when 

growing crops. Therefore, it is important to improve food quality and pay attention to a stable 

agricultural sector in order to secure a country of food security. The project "Crop Disease 

Detection by Deep Learning" aims to build a neural network that can detect 14 crop species 

and 26 common diseases. Using ResNet34 as the neural network, the accuracy of the model 

was 96.21%. We would like to create a project that will be useful for early detection of plant 

diseases, and we sincerely hope that this project will be the basis of further technology for 

plant diseases. 

This paper basically explores various potato and pepper bell plant diseases. For automatically 

identification of plant disease we have used deep learning ResNet50. PlantVillage a Kaggle 

dataset has been used for training the machine. 

The images are captured under different environmental conditions such as illumination, 

varying backgrounds, view-invariant, and various noises. The dataset is divided into 80% 

training and 20% validation. 

This paper analyzes the performances of the ResNet50 deep learning algorithms and shows 

the prediction results for the out of-sample training data and the sample dataset images.  

Though we can see the differences in training and validation accuracy, the overall prediction 

accuracy for 2000 approx test samples of Potato leaves disease classification by ResNet50 

architecture is equal to 87.7%.  

This paper can be enhanced in terms of prediction, classification of diseases in potato and 

Pepper Bell plant, and also a solution can be found based on the type of diseases which will 

be helpful to the farmers to boost the productivity of potato and Pepper bell plant. Thereby 

helping the food industry and it will help many farmers to live happily. 
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